
E-HRM (Electronic human resource management) 

 

Although electronic human resources management is defined differently by authors, according to the 

authors' definitions, EHRM can be defined as a way of implementing the human resources 

management function in a company, which actively uses the support of modern information and 

communication tools and gadgets, as well as the use of a human resources information system. The 

purpose of setting up EHRM in companies is to relieve the workload of HR departments and to provide 

access to data, information and services provided by the HR department. This will enable all those who 

are entitled to this information, data and services to have access virtually whenever and from wherever 

they need it. This is particularly relevant in times such as those we have witnessed in the past, when 

many workers (including those in companies' HR departments) work remotely and need to have 

remote access to the information they need, including in the field of human resources management, 

in order to carry out their work smoothly.  

Given the intensive development of ICT technology and advanced intelligence systems, and the 

introduction of teleworking and hybrid working, it can be argued that all companies will sooner or later 

be faced with the challenge of implementing EHRM, or transforming and digitising their existing HR 

department, if they want to continue to operate smoothly and efficiently. Trends in the business world 

and the working environment are bringing changes and virtually forcing organisations to increasingly 

digitise their operations and support them with the use of ICT technology in all areas, including HR.  

The fact is that the implementation of technology in the various functions of a company, including HR, 

is essential to keep the company abreast of its competitors and to free up employees to devote 

themselves to tasks that require more creativity, innovation and bring added value to the company. 

Otherwise, employees are overworked, tasks are not carried out optimally and on time, and burnout 

and exhaustion occur. Employees are not sufficiently efficient and the lack of time means that they 

have no time for the most important tasks, which are crucial for the company's further growth and 

development. This is also the case in HR departments, where, if EHRM is successfully implemented in 

the company, employees can spend more time on job analysis, planning training and education for 

employees, motivating and planning career development of employees and other activities that result 

in them being adequately trained, satisfied, healthy, motivated and committed employees who 

perform to the best of their abilities and achieve results that contribute to the growth and 

development of the organisation, while at the same time being satisfied with their work and with the 

working conditions and the value they receive for their work.  

The most frequently digitised functions in the HR departments of the organisation are e-recruitment, 

e-selection, e-training and development, e-personnel management e-performance and e-learning as 

integration of ICT tehnologies into HRM functions (recruitment and selection, training and 

development, retention of employees, administrative processes, adding value, change management, 

participation, formulation and implementation of strategy and integration of organization and 

employees goal). 

There are three different types of E-HRM, more accurately operational, relational and transformational 

E-HRM. 

 

 

 



 

AI (artificial intelligence) 

 

Artificial intelligence can be defined as the ability of a machine or device to possess certain human 

characteristics, such as thinking, learning and planning. Machines, devices and technical systems with 

integrated artificial intelligence are able to sense what is happening in the environment, process and 

process what is sensed, and solve problems with a predefined desired goal. Systems with integrated 

AI also have the ability to partially adapt their behaviour and actions to their surroundings and to the 

analysis of their past behaviour and the results their behaviour has produced. Although AI has been 

around for more than half a century, it has only been actively used in everyday life and business for a 

few years. Most of us are familiar with adverts and suggestions in online shops, on social networks, in 

web searches and elsewhere. What many people do not know is that artificial intelligence is behind it. 

Other common uses of AI include smart cities, infrastructure and smart homes, machine translation of 

text, self-driving cars, digital assistants and chatbots, cyber-attack prevention systems, etc.   

In the business world, AI is also being used more and more frequently and is becoming an increasingly 

important factor influencing the performance of companies. Through AI integration, employees can 

be freed up as some tasks and activities are taken over by the AI. It also makes sense to use AI in 

workplaces with a high level of occupational health and safety risk. In addition, AI is also very useful 

for processing and analysing large amounts of data, which AI is able to process and analyse much 

faster. AI is also widely used in customer service departments, where AI-integrated chatbots answer 

customer questions and help them solve problems related to products and services. 

In HRM, AI is also increasingly used, in particular in the process of recruitment, recruitment and 

selection of new employees, in conducting online job tests and interviews, in monitoring and recording 

employees' working hours, in employee performance appraisals, as well as in other functions 

performed by HR departments in companies.  

In the future, the integration of AI in HR departments will enable the employees in these departments 

to focus more closely on active human resource management in order to ensure that the company's 

employees are satisfied, committed, and committed to the company and contribute to the 

achievement of the company's objectives and strategies. 

Despite all the opportunities offered by AI, it is also necessary to be aware of its shortcomings and 

weaknesses, which is why the integration of AI in HRM, as well as in other areas of the company, must 

be carefully planned and its implementation must take into account the opinions of experts, as well as 

those of employees and others who have a significant impact on the company's business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


